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Saturday
The Enemy

The Enemy - Saturday
--------------------

Intro
-----

F#                   B
Saturday Saturday

F#                   B
Saturday Saturday

Verse
-----

B                                        B
Dead end friends on the washing line

                         F#
Lining up for a dressing down

B                               B
Frosty milkman in the morning

                                F#
Desperate breakfast in a boring town 

Pre-Chorus
----------

Bb                                  B
Take a look around and see what you wanna see

Bb                                           B  
There s a train tonight we ll leave when you wanna leave.

Chorus
------

F#                             B
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

F#                             B
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

F#                             B
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok



F#                             B
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

Verse
-----

B                              B
Condensation on the window

                               F#
Hides the sorrow of a weirdos tears

B                                    B
Burnt out bins behind the station

                               F#       B    C#
Vandals lack imagination round here

Chorus
------

F#                             B
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

F#                             B
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

F#                             B
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

F#                             B
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

Pre-Chorus
----------

Bb                                  B
Take a look around and see what you wanna see

Bb                                     B
Live the dreams you had and be who you wanna be

F#
There s a train tonight

B
We ll leave when you want to leave when you want

F#
If you ve seen the light

B



Then be who you want to be who you want

F#
There s a train tonight

      B
We ll leave when you want to leave when you want

F#
If you ve seen the light

      B
Then be who you want to who you want to

Final Chorus
------------

F#                 B
Saturday Saturday

F#                 B
Saturday Saturday

F#                             B         C#
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

F#                             B         C#         F#   
Saturday Saturday will make it all ok

======================================================

Sounds best when played with barre chords

We re going to be covering this song in the covers band I m in:
https://www.facebook.com/docsavageband

Added by
Andrew Neil Dickson


